
	
                  TOMMY SHERIDAN

I am greatly saddened by the news of my dear old pal, Tommy Sheridan's passing. 

I had the honor of being invited to play in the Bootleg Band along with Tommy 
during the early 70’s (beginning at the ripe old age of 15) which were extremely 
formative years in my musical development. 

                                       



My bandmates in the Bootleg band originally included Brian Quagan on drums, 

Peter "Zip" Zipfel on bass (Zip switched to drums replacing Quagan, shortly after 
I joined the band), Brian McLaughlin on bass, (Brian joined when Zip switched to 
drums), TOMMY SHERIDAN on vocals, tambourine and cowbell,  Jon Grant on 
keyboards and vocals and blues powerhouse, Chuck Grundt, on vocals and 
harmonica. 

This band rocked heartily and always filled the roadhouse nightclub, “The 
Deuce”, on Rt 10 and 202 on the Simsbury/Avon town line, every weekend we 
played there.

 I was younger than all of the other musicians in the Bootleg Band and a minor (a 
major concern to be playing in a bar). Fortunately, I was quite tall for my age. 
Tommy always made me feel beyond appreciated, and even more so, an equal 
and a peer, even though I was a number of years younger than everyone else. 
Tommy was a wonderful, caring, excitable and passionate musician and always 
showed up with a smile on his face.

                                       



Tommy had a fantastic sense of humor, and a unique zest for life that was 

contagious. Being around Tommy was like being around the "life of the party". 
He took much pride in his work, and everyone who came to see the band would 
be embraced by his excitement and passion for his art.

Even though we may have been playing in a very small town bar like “The Deuce”, 
it felt like Carnegie Hall to Tommy.

                                       



Tommy gave his best, always ....even if he may have had one (or sometimes two), 

too many beers, but we were young then. We were ALL enjoying the freedom of 
our youth. 

The music that we all listened to on our transistor radios featured just about 
every style of music, all on the same radio station!! From Johnny Cash to the 
Beatles, Motown to Beach Boys...we had such a diverse access at our fingertips. 

                                       



The music that we chose to play in the Bootleg band reflected that diversity.  The 

band was pretty much a democracy and everyone chose songs that they liked to 
contribute to the songs we would play.
 Tommy, like most of us,  loved the Beatles and chose a number of 
their songs to sing like "You Can't Do That".  Shortly thereafter, when Steely 
Dan first hit the charts it was Tommy who suggested the song, "My Old School"
which became a big feature for me because of the climatic guitar solo (that I 
learned note for note!!). Tommy sang the song with great pride and clanged his 
black cowbell during the guitar breaks.

It was such an innocent 
time to be alive and 
also such a fervent time 
in American music/pop 
culture. I was very lucky 
to be around slightly 
older teens who took 
such pride in their art, 
and didn't let self-
indulgence get too 

much in the way. 

I know that the Bootleg 
Band was a sense of 
pride for all of us, and it 
happening at such an 
influential point in time 
in my life, to be 
celebrating and 
honoring the music we 
made together in such 
a way,  formulated a 
model that I have 
always taken with me.

We all pushed each other, and we all made each other stretch. Every performance 
was an opportunity to do it a little better than the time before. Everyone had 
something to teach each other and something to learn from each other.

                                       



Looking back, 40 years ago in my life, I have so much to be thankful for. 

Having the opportunity to be a bandmate and friend of Tommy Sheridan, was a 
gift that cannot be measured. Thank you Tommy for being such a 
catalyst for me, such an immense presence to my life and such a gloriously, 
unique, joyous person and finally, being part of such memories that I will always 
cherish. You are a part of my embroidery.

We will miss you, and while we mourn your passing, we also celebrate the 
wonderful memories you leave us.

Sing on my brother...we will be listening.

Your friend forever,
Jeff Pevar

                                       


